
Fair Trade 

Follow the link below and watch the video A Fair Tale 

https://schools.fairtrade.org.uk/resource/fairtrade-story-a-

fair-tale/ 

 

Complete the activities below based on A Fair Tale 

1.  In what country is a fair tale set? 
Research the country. 
Create an information poster about the country. 

2.  Create a comic of ‘A Fair Tale’. 
Use speech bubbles to show what the characters 
are saying. 
Hint: Remember you do not need to use speech 
marks in a speech bubble 

3.  Design a poster showing why people should choose 
Fairtrade chocolate. 
Remember to draw the FAIRTRADE Mark! 

 

Banana Split Game 

4.  Note to parents – try not to let your child see the 
answers on page 2.   
Ask your child to read through each of the roles in 
the banana chain and decide how much each role 
deserves.  Ask them to justify their choices.  Discuss 
how much each part of the chain actually receives 
and if they feel this is fair. 

 

 

https://schools.fairtrade.org.uk/resource/fairtrade-story-a-fair-tale/
https://schools.fairtrade.org.uk/resource/fairtrade-story-a-fair-tale/


The Story of Fair Trade Footballs 

Watch the video in the link below 

https://schools.fairtrade.org.uk/resource/football/ 

 

5.  Draw the journey of how a football is made. 
Hint: Make sure your last step includes you and 
your family! 

6.  Fairtrade footballs are made in Sialkot, Pakistan. 
Can you find this city on a map? 
Use a computer or non-fiction book to find out 
more about this place. 
Create a leaflet or poster with what you learn! 

7.  Football is all about teamwork and playing 
together to achieve a goal. 
What does it mean to work together? How could 
you help out the people living in your home to be 
a better teammate? 
Do one thing for each person that shows you 
understand the values of teamwork and helping 
out others. 

8.  Find a small ball, a coin and a paper ball. All of 
these items are round like a football. 
Ask a grown if you can play with them. 
Gently test rolling them across the floor and 
bouncing them on a table. 
Which one rolls best? Which one bounces best? 
Why? 

9.  Try to balance a ball: 
1. On your hand 

https://schools.fairtrade.org.uk/resource/football/


2. On your foot 
3. On your head 
4. On your nose 
5. On your knee 
Find a brother, sister or grown up to try 
balancing a ball too! 

 

Fair Trade Art 

 

10.  Research the various logos used by fair trade. 
 
Design your own logo to reflect the values of fair 
trade. 

 


